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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a route search apparatus that may be adopted in navigation systems for vehicles and the like to search a route from a point of departure to a destination.

[0002] Vehicular navigation systems in the known art are provided with a function for displaying a roadmap of the area where the vehicle is currently located, a function for accurately detecting the vehicle position through map matching, a function for calculating a recommended route from a point of departure to a destination and the like. In these vehicular navigation systems in the prior art, roadmap display data, data for map matching and data for route search are separately stored in a CD-ROM.


[0004] The roadmap display data include widest range map data for displaying large areas at the smallest scale, most detailed map data for displaying small areas in detail at the largest scale and a plurality of sets of map data at different scales between that of the widest range map data and that of the most detailed map data. For instance, the widest range map data may be referred to as level 4 data, the most detailed map data may be referred to as level 1 data and the sets of data at scales between those of the level 4 data and the level 1 data may be referred to as level 3 data and level 2 data. And the route search data include two sets of data that correspond to the level 4 and level 2 roadmap data, and the vicinity of the point of departure and the vicinity of the destination are searched using the level 2 data and the other area is searched using the level 4 data for route search to reduce the length of time required for the route search.

[0005] However, when one or more waypoints are set between a point of departure and a destination, read out of level 2 route search data and read out of level 4 route search data are mixed, and even if a buffer memory or the like is provided between the CD-ROM device and the control device, the read out data are not hit with a high degree of efficiency in the buffer memory, resulting in a reduction in processing speed.

[0006] Moreover, it is desirable that the processing time required for route search be reduced, since, once the user issues an instruction for route search start to the system after setting a destination and the like, the results of the route search should be output as soon as possible so that the user will not have to wait for the results.

[0007] Also, when calculating a recommended route from a point of departure (current vehicle position) to a destination, a start point is set for route search in the vicinity of the point of departure using the roadmap display data, an end point is set for route search in the vicinity of the destination in a similar manner and then the route search data are used to perform route search between the start point and the end point that have been set. In this process, the closest road (the minimum unit of a road is referred to as a link) is selected as the start point or the end point of the route search.

[0008] However, if such a road (link) is under a traffic restriction such as one-way traffic and the vehicle cannot advance toward the destination from the point of departure or if the vehicle cannot approach the destination from the direction of the point of departure, the route search is abandoned and results are output indicating that the route search could not be completed.

[0009] The present invention seeks to provide a route search apparatus with which the processing time can be reduced by reading out route search data with a high degree of efficiency.

[0010] A route search apparatus according to the present invention comprises: a storage device that stores link positional information, first link connection information corresponding to a map at a specific scale and second link connection information corresponding to a map extending over a wider range than the map at the specific scale, a minimum unit of road on a map being referred to as a link; a point setting device that sets a point of departure, a waypoint and a destination; and a control device that performs route search leading from the point of departure to the destination via the waypoint. And the control device: (a) performs a first read out for reading out first link connection information near the point of departure that has been set, a second read out for reading out first link connection information near the waypoint that has been set and a third read out for reading out second link connection information near the destination that has been set, and performs a fourth read out for reading out second link connection information over a range containing the point of departure and the waypoint that have been set and a fifth read out for reading out second link connection information over a range containing the waypoint and the destination that have been set; (b) performs route search near the point of departure based upon the first link connection information near the point of departure that has been read out; (c) performs route search near the waypoint based upon the first link connection information near the waypoint that has been read out; (d) performs route search near the destination based upon the first link connection information near the destination that has been read out; (e) performs route search leading from the point of departure to the waypoint based upon results of the route search near the point of departure, results of the route search near the waypoint and the second link connection information over the range containing the point of departure and the waypoint that has been read out; (f) performs route search leading from the waypoint to the destination based upon results of the route search near the waypoint, results of the route search near the destination and the second link connection information over the range containing the waypoint and the destination that has been read out; and (g) performs the first read
An embodiment of the present invention will now be described, by way of example, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of an embodiment of a navigation system for vehicles according to the present invention.

Fig. 2 shows an example of two roads intersecting within a mesh range.

Fig. 3 shows the structure of roadmap display data.

Fig. 4 shows an example of a roadmap with a plurality of nodes and a plurality of interpolation points.

Fig. 5 shows a diagram illustrating the link string data corresponding to the road indicated with the bold line in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6 shows an example of attribute 1 + X coordinate data.

Figs. 7A and 7B show an example of attribute 2 + Y coordinate data.

FIG. 8 shows a diagram illustrating link numbers in route search data.

FIG. 9 shows the structure of route search data.

FIG. 10 shows an overview of the structure in the recommended route data.

FIGs. 11A and 11B show a detailed diagram illustrating the data structure of the node information and the link information in the recommended route data.

FIG. 12 shows a flowchart outlining the main processing performed by the control circuit.

FIG. 13 shows the flowchart continuing from FIG. 12.

FIG. 14 shows setting the start point of a route search.

FIG. 15 shows setting the end point of a route search.

FIG. 16 shows setting a waypoint between the current vehicle position and the destination.

FIG. 17 shows a flowchart illustrating the processing in which a plurality of links are selected. FIGs. 18A and 18B show route search data read out.

FIG. 19 shows a flowchart of route search data read out processing and route search processing.

FIG. 20 shows a flowchart of route search processing that improves the apparent processing speed of route search.

FIGs. 21A and 21B show a flowchart of route search data read out processing and route search processing.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an embodiment in which the route search apparatus according to the present invention is adopted in a navigation system for vehicles. In FIG. 1, reference number 1 indicates a current position detection apparatus that detects the current position of a vehicle, which is constituted with, for instance, an azimuth sensor that detects the bearing of the vehicle while traveling, a vehicle speed sensor that detects the speed of the vehicle, a GPS sensor that detects a GPS signal from a GPS (Global Positioning System) satellite and the like.

Reference number 2 indicates a control circuit that controls the entire system and is constituted with a microprocessor and peripheral circuits. Reference number 3 indicates an input device for inputting (or specifying) destinations and the like for vehicles, reference number 4 indicates a DRAM that stores vehicle position information and the like detected by the current position detection apparatus 1, reference number 5 is an image memory that stores image data for display on a display device 6 and image data stored in the image memory 5 are read out as necessary to be displayed on the display device 6. Reference number 7 indicates an SRAM that stores node information, link information and the like on the recommended route calculated by the control circuit 2.

Reference number 8 indicates a map database apparatus that stores various types of data for performing roadmap display, route search, map matching and the like, which is constituted with, for instance, a CD ROM device, a magnetic recording device and the like. In the map database apparatus 8, map display data that constitute information related to road physical forms, road classifications and the like, and route search data that constitute branching point information, intersection information and the like that are not directly related to road physical forms, are stored. The map display data are mainly used when displaying a roadmap on the display device 6 and the route search data are mainly used when calculating a recommended route.

Reference number 9 indicates a buffer memory provided between the map database apparatus 8 and the control circuit 2. When the control circuit 2 is to read out data from the map database apparatus 8, the data are first stored in the buffer memory 9 from the map database apparatus 8 and then the contents of the buffer memory 9 are read out. Consequently, when accessing data in an area of a CD ROM or a magnetic disk, if the data are already present in the buffer memory 9, the data are read from the buffer memory 9 without having to access the CD ROM or the magnetic disk, achieving a reduction in access time. It is to be noted that data are read out to the buffer memory 9 in units of a specific volume and thus, the data read out to the buffer memory 9 may cover a range exceeding what is originally called for. Therefore, it is highly probable that when reading out data that are continuous with data that have been previously read out, these data are already present in the buffer memory 9, achieving a reduction in the access time in this aspect, too. As for the operation of the buffer memory, its details are of the known art in computer sys-
tem technology and will not be explained further here. It is to be noted that the buffer memory 9 may be provided internally at the map database apparatus 8.

[0016] Next, the data structures of the map display data and the route search data stored in the map database apparatus 8 are described.

[1] Map display data

(1) Overview of link string data

[0017] Data management of the map display data in this embodiment is performed for each mesh range representing one of the partitioned areas achieved by dividing a roadmap into specific ranges, and individual roads present in a mesh range constitute separate link strings. For instance, as shown in FIG. 2, when two roads D1 and D2 intersect in one mesh range, the two roads constitute separate link strings 1 and 2, with the link string 1 comprising links 11 and 12 and the link string 2 comprising links 21 - 23. In this example, the links in the link string 1 and the links in the link string 2 represent roads of the same type. A link is the minimum unit that can represent a road and, in FIG. 2, the segment between the intersections constitutes one link unit, with inherent numbers assigned to the individual links (hereafter referred to as link numbers) for identification. The intersections in FIG. 2, i.e., the connection points of the individual links are expressed as nodes N0 N4. Nodes also constitute the start points and the end points of the individual links and, as detailed later, interpolation points that further divide the segments between nodes may sometimes be provided as well.

[0018] The map display data comprise a plurality of sets of data at different scales. In the explanation of this embodiment, the data at each scale are referred to as level n (n may be 1 4, for instance) data. Level 1 corresponds to the most detailed roadmap and as the level goes up, a roadmap over a wider range is presented at a smaller scale. Furthermore, as detailed later, in this embodiment, identical links at different levels are managed with identical (inherent) link number to facilitate making data correspond among different levels. The link number will be explained later.

(2) Data structure of link string data

[0019] To give an explanation of the roads in FIG. 2, the map display data are structured by providing sets of link string data, each including various types of information related to the link string 1 or 2-n, for individual link strings, as shown in FIG. 3, and the data corresponding to each link string include link string information and node link information, with the link string information comprising the following types of data, as shown in FIG. 3.

1. link string size
2. number of element points
3. link attribute
4. road name offset
5. road number

[0020] In addition, the node link information comprises the following types of data, as shown in FIG. 3.

1. attribute 1 + X coordinate
2. attribute 2 + Y coordinate
3. identical node offset
4. guide offset
5. link number
6. altitude information

(3) Link string information

[0021] In FIG. 3, the link string size represents the storage size of the link string data, by referring to this storage size, prompt access to the next link string data is achieved. The number of element points data indicate the total number of node points and interpolation points, the link attribute data indicate the type of road, such as a national highway, a prefectural road, an expressway or the like and the road number is the actual designation number assigned to a national highway or prefectural road. The explanation of the road name offset is omitted since it is not relevant to this embodiment. The interpolation points are to be explained later.

(4) Node link information

[0022] FIG. 4 shows the link strings 1 and 2 in FIG. 2 in more detail. For instance, the node link information of the link string 2 indicated with the bold line in FIG. 4 is as shown in FIG. 5. As shown in the figure, the data on the link string 2 include node information related to nodes N1, N02 and N3 (filled circles in FIG. 4) on the link string and interpolation point information related to the interpolation points (outline circles in FIG. 4). The node information includes positional X and Y coordinates of the node, the attribute and the link numbers of links connected to the node, whereas the interpolation point information includes the positional X and Y coordinates of the interpolation point. These positional coordinates are used as physical form data for recommended route display or physical form data for map matching, to be detailed later. The link string 2 indicated with the bold line in FIG. 4 includes a link assigned with a link number 21 located between the nodes N1 and N02, a link assigned with a link number 22 located between the nodes N02 and N3 and a link assigned with a link number 23 connected to the node N3. As is obvious from FIG. 5, the node information on the node N02 is shared by the link with link number 21 and the link with link number 22. The node information and the interpolation point information are positioned in the data structure in the order in which the links are connected. Thus, by se-
quentially reading out the link string data starting with the front end address, the road physical form, the road type and the like of the overall link string can be detected.

(5) Attribute 1

[0023] The attribute 1 which is stored together with the X coordinate of the node may be utilized in offset information or the like for reading out the link string data in the reverse direction. While, as shown in FIG. 6, the eleventh bit through the fifteenth bit can be utilized, the details are omitted here.

(6) Attribute 2

[0024] The attribute 2, which is stored together with the Y coordinate of a node, includes traffic regulation information, road width information and number of lanes information. The data length of each set of data of the node link information that constitutes the link string data is 16 bits (2 bytes = 1 word). In the lower order 11 bits of the data indicating the attribute 2 + Y coordinate, the Y positional coordinates are stored and in the higher order 5 bits, the traffic regulation information, the road width information and the number of lanes information are stored, as shown in FIG. 7A. One type of the information from 1 - 8 in FIG. 7B is selected through a specific bit combination for the higher order 5 bits.

(7) Inherent link numbers among levels

[0025] As shown in FIG. 3, a link number is stored for each link between the attribute 1 + X coordinate, attribute 2 + Y coordinate of a node and the attribute 1 + X coordinate, attribute 2 + Y coordinate of the next node. In this embodiment, the link number assigned to a link at the highest order level is also assigned as the link number of corresponding links at lower order levels. In other words, the link number assigned to a link at the highest order level is also assigned as the link number of the corresponding links at the lower order levels as the inherent link number.

[0026] Link numbers are explained in further detail in reference to FIG. 8 which illustrates an example. When a link string 1 at the highest-order level 4 is constituted of one link assigned with a link number 1, this link with the link number 1 at the highest order level 4 will be constituted of two links assigned with the common link number 1 at level 3. At level 2, it will be constituted of three links assigned with the link number 1 and at level 1, it will be constituted of four links assigned with the link number 1.

[0027] By using a link number identical to that used at a higher order level for the link number of links at lower order levels that correspond to links at the higher order levels in this manner, the correspondence among identical link strings at different levels and the correspondence of identical link strings in the map display data and the route search data are facilitated, thereby achieving a reduction in processing time. It is to be noted that the explanation of the identical node offset, guide offset and height information in FIG. 3 is omitted.

[2] Route search data

[0028] The route search data include a plurality of sets of data corresponding to a plurality of sets of roadmap display data for different scales, and the data for each scale are referred to as level m. In this embodiment, data are provided at level 2 and level 4. In addition, as explained before in this embodiment, identical links at different levels are managed through identical link number to facilitate correspondence of data at different levels and the correspondence with the roadmap display data.

[0029] FIG. 9 shows the data structure of route search data. As shown in the figure, in the route search data, node information that indicates the connecting relationship with other nodes is stored for each connecting point (node) of links, which are the minimum units for expressing a road physical form. Each set of node information is constituted with home node information and adjacent node information, with the node positional coordinates stored in the home node information. In the adjacent node information, as shown in the figure, the adjacent node no., the link no. from the home node to the adjacent node, the link cost of the link and traffic regulation information on that link are stored. Also, various sets of node information are stored in the order of link connections and the node no. of the home node can be ascertained by the order in which it is stored. Because of this, even without storing the node nos. of the home nodes as home node information, the node nos. of the home nodes can be ascertained, achieving a reduction in memory requirement.

[3] Recommended route data

[0030] FIG. 10 shows an outline of the data structure of recommended route data which represent a recommended route from a point of departure to a destination which has been searched based upon the route search data. In the recommended route data, node information and link information on the recommended route are stored, while classified in units of mesh ranges. It is to be noted that a mesh range refers to a partitioned range when a roadmap is partitioned into units of specific ranges.

[0031] As shown in FIG. 10, the recommended route data are constituted with a mesh code, the number of nodes, node information, the number of link classifications, link information, ferry information and tunnel information. The number for identifying the mesh range is stored in the storage area for the mesh code, the number of nodes present within a mesh range is stored in the storage area for the number of nodes and, as
shown in detail in FIG. 11A, the node no., the positional coordinates, the distance cost and the like of each node within a mesh range are stored in the storage area for the node information. In addition, the number of link classifications that are present inside a mesh range is stored in the storage area for the number of link classifications and, as shown in detail in FIG. 11B, the link classification, the number of links, the link no. and the like of each link within a mesh range are stored in the storage area for the link information. FIG. 15 illustrates a case in which there are data of link strings 1 through 2 within the area indicated by the same mesh code.

[0032] It is to be noted that, as explained above, recommended route data are prepared at different levels and, in this embodiment, recommended route data at level 2 are prepared for the vicinities of the start point and the end point on the recommended route while recommended route data at level 4 are prepared for the middle range between the start point and the end point.

[0033] The following is an explanation of the operation performed in this embodiment in reference to the flow-chart, and in this embodiment, the recommended route is displayed on the display device 6 in the following manner. The recommended route is searched by using the route search data at level 4 and level 2 to create recommended route data at level 4 and level 2, and then, the recommended route data at level 4 is converted into recommended route data at level 2, and then, based upon the recommended route data at level 2 and the roadmap display data at level 2 and level 1, the recommended route is drawn and superimposed upon the roadmap at level 2 or level 1, which is displayed on the display device 6, with the recommended route highlighted with a red bold line, for instance.

[0034] FIGS. 12 and 13 are a flow chart illustrating the outline of the main processing performed by the control circuit 2. In step S1 in FIG. 12, the vehicle position is detected by the current position detection apparatus 1. In step S2, the destination, which has been input via the input device 3, is read in. In step S3, based upon the map display data stored in the map database apparatus 8, the start point and the end point of the route search are set on roads for which route search is possible. For instance, the start point of a vehicle may be the current position of the vehicle (vehicle position) and the end point is the destination. Setting a start point and an end point of a route search is explained in further detail later.

[0035] In step S4, using route search data at level 2, route search in the vicinity of the start point of the route search is performed, and a plurality of candidates for the recommended route in the vicinity of the start point are selected. In step S5, using route search data at level 2, route search in the vicinity of the end point of the route search is performed, and a plurality of candidates for the recommended route in the vicinity of the end point are selected.

[0036] In step S6, using route search data at level 4, route search is performed for routes between the can-
FIG. 16 illustrates a case in which a waypoint V is set between the vehicle position S and the destination D. In the route search from the vehicle position S to the waypoint V, the current vehicle position S constitutes the start point of the route search and the waypoint V constitutes the end point of the route search. Then, in the route search from the waypoint to the destination, the waypoint V constitutes the start point of the route search and the destination D constitutes the end point of the route search. In FIG. 16, the waypoint V may be, for instance, a rotary (roundabout) at a train station with links "a" and "b" being one-way roads in which the traffic proceeds in the direction indicated by the arrow, the current vehicle position S located toward the left and the destination D set toward the right in the figure. Since the waypoint V is a rotary, road data are present for the links "a" and "b". However, the portion indicated as "c" is not set as a road (link) and, as a result, there are no data corresponding to this portion.

FIG. 17 is a flowchart illustrating the link selection processing in which a plurality of links are selected at the start point or the end point as explained above to be stored in a storage table.

In step S101, a search range is determined equal to the specific number, the operation proceeds to step S102. In step S102, one link within the search range is selected and the value of the distance (d) from the position that has been set to the selected link (Ld) is calculated. The distance value (d) represents the length of a perpendicular line extended downward from the set position to the link (Ld) based upon the map display data. If no perpendicular line can extend downward, the distance from the set position to the node that is positioned closest to the set position is selected as the distance value (d). If interpolation points within the links are also to be taken into consideration, the calculation should be performed by replacing the nodes with the interpolation points and then adopting the same concept.

In step S103, a decision is made as to whether or not a specific number of links are stored in the storage table. The specific number in this context refers to the number of the plurality of links selected as candidates at the start point, the waypoint or the end point in the route search. While this number is set in advance in the program, it may also be arbitrarily modified by the operator. If the specific number of links are stored, the operation proceeds to step S104 in which the link (LD) having the largest distance value D among the links already stored in the storage table is taken. Since the links have been sorted in ascending order with distance value as parameter in step S107, which is to be detailed below, the link that is positioned at the tail end should be taken. In step S105, the distance value (d) of the selected link (Ld) and the distance value (D) of the link (LD) having the largest distance value (D) in the storage table are compared against each other. If the distance value (d) of the selected link (Ld) is smaller than the distance value (D) of the link (LD) having the largest distance value in the storage table, the operation proceeds to step S106 to replace the link LD with the link Ld in the storage table. Next, in step S107, the table is sorted using the distance values as parameters before proceeding to step S108. In step S108, a decision is made as to whether or not a check has been completed for all the links within the search range. If it is decided that a check has been completed for all of them, the processing ends, whereas if it is decided that not all the links have been checked, the operation returns to step S102 to repeat the processing.

In step S109, the link Ld that has been selected...
unconditionally in the table before the operation proceeds to step S107.

[0047] Through the processing described above, links that are candidates for the start point and the end point of a route search at the point of departure (vehicle position), the waypoints, and the destination are stored in the table as necessary until the specific number of them are stored in the table, and after the specific number of them are stored in the table, a plurality of links are selected and stored in the table in ascending order, with a replacement made in the table if there is a link with a smaller distance value than the largest distance value belonging to a link in the table. Then, a route search is performed in step S4 in FIG. 12 described earlier at each of the selected plurality of start points. Likewise, a route search is performed in step S5 at each of the selected plurality of end points. Next, in step S6, a route search using level 4 route search data is performed between all the recommended routes that have been searched in steps S4 and S5. It is to be noted that route search using level 4 route search data may be performed only between a specific number of recommended routes by weighting the recommended routes searched in steps S4 and S5. For instance, at a start point, the direction advancing toward the end point may be given priority to be selected, and the first 25 routes with the lowest weighting points (for instance, accumulated totals of distance, cost and the like) assigned to each of the routes may be selected. The same concept applies at the end point. It is to be noted that if both the start point and the end point of a route search are included in the level 2 route search data that are read in order to execute step S4, the route search using the level 4 route search data that is normally executed in step S6 will not be performed since the route search can be completed using the level 2 route search data alone. In addition, if it is predicted that the number of nodes between recommended routes searched in steps S4 and S5 is small, the route search using the level 2 route search data is performed in step S6, too.

[0048] Thus, even when a route search is abandoned because of one-way traffic or other restrictions imposed at a link selected as a start point or an end point of the route search, a route search is still performed with the next candidate link selected. As a result, the rate at which the route search is ultimately abandoned is reduced.

[0049] While links are selected based upon the distance values to the link in the processing described above, links may be selected using parameters other than the distance values or selection may be made by adding other parameters to the distance values. For instance, priority may be given to the largest road (road with greatest width) in the selection. In addition, selection may be made by weighting the distance values with, for instance, traffic restriction information and the like so that a link where traffic is not allowed in either direction is not selected.

[0050] Next, the route search data read out performed when a route search is performed by setting a waypoint between a point of departure and a destination is explained.

[0051] FIGs. 18A and 18B illustrate a route search data read out performed when there is one waypoint V set between the point of departure S and the destination D. As explained earlier, in this embodiment, the route search data are prepared at level 2 and level 4. The level 4 data correspond to the large area map data whereas the level 2 data correspond to map data that are more detailed than the level 4 data. FIG. 18A conceptually illustrates the positions of the point of departure S, the waypoint V and the destination D that have been set in the level 4 route search data. FIG. 18B conceptually illustrates the level 2 route search data that correspond to the vicinities of the point of departure S, the waypoint V and the destination D. Portions R1 - R5 enclosed by the dotted lines conceptually represent the ranges over which the route search data are read out from the map database apparatus 8.

[0052] First, one mode of route search data read out processing and route search processing is explained in reference FIGs. 21A and 21B. FIGs. 21A and 21B are a flowchart of the route search data read out processing and the route search processing performed in an apparatus in the prior art. The explanation of the processing preceding and following the route search data read out processing and the route search processing is omitted here.

[0053] First, a route search from the point of departure S to the waypoint V is performed. Since the setting of the start point and the end point of a route search has been already described, a repeated explanation is not given here. In FIG. 21A, level 2 route search data in the vicinity of the point of departure S are read out (R1) in step S401. In step S402, a route search in the vicinity of the start point is performed using the point of departure S as the start point of the route search, to select a plurality of recommended route candidates. In step S403, level 2 a route search data in the vicinity of the waypoint V are read out (R2). In step S404, a route search in the vicinity of the end point is performed using the waypoint V as the end point of the route search to select a plurality of recommended route candidates. In step S405, level 4 route search data that contain the point of departure S and the waypoint V are read out (R3). In step S406, a route search is performed among the plurality of recommended route candidates explained above and a recommended route from the start point to the end point, i.e., from the point of departure S to the waypoint V, is calculated.

[0054] Next, a route search from the waypoint V to the destination D is performed. In step S407, level 2 route search data in the vicinity of the waypoint V are read out...
In this embodiment, in order to achieve an improvement in the apparent processing speed, this processing is performed in the following manner. FIG. 12, the route search processing is commenced continuously after the destination and the like are set in steps S2 and S3, instructions that would be provided by the operator and the like are omitted to facilitate the explanation. However, when starting a route search, a route search start instruction is normally input through the input device 3 after the operator sets the destination and the like, and upon this instruction, the program starts the route search.

In the improved processing described above, the map database apparatus 8 is accessed in the order of: R1 -> R2 -> R3 -> R4 -> R5. In this processing, the level 2 route search data are read out in their entirety first, and then the level 4 route search data are read out. Consequently, when the level 2 data corresponding to the range R2 are read out, for instance, it is probable that the data corresponding to the range R3 is read out together in the buffer memory 9, thereby increasing the likelihood of finding the route search data in the vicinity of the destination D over the area R3 in the buffer memory 9 when it next becomes necessary to read out the route search data in the vicinity of the destination D over the range R3. In addition, since the data read out over R4 and the data read out over R5 both contain the waypoint V, the portion of the data that overlap each other is certain to be found in the buffer memory 9 when reading out the data corresponding to the range R5 continuously after reading out data corresponding to the range R4. Moreover, in the flow of this processing, it is not necessary to read the data corresponding to the waypoint V twice, and the route search in the vicinity of the waypoint V only needs to be performed once, both of which also contribute to a reduction in processing time. It is to be noted that the same concept applies when a plurality of waypoints are to be set.
A route search apparatus comprising:

1. A route search apparatus comprising:
   a storage device (8) that stores link positional information, first link connection information corresponding to a map at a specific scale and second link connection information corresponding to a map extending over a wider range than the map at the specific scale, a minimum unit of road on a map being referred to as a link;
   a point setting device (2, 3) that sets a point of departure, a waypoint and a destination; and
   a control device (2) that performs route search leading from said point of departure to said destination via said waypoint, wherein
   said control device (2):

(a) performs a first read out for reading out first link connection information near said point of departure that has been set, a second read out for reading out first link connection information near said waypoint that has been set and a third read out for reading out second link connection information near said destination that has been set, and performs a fourth read out for reading out second link connection information over a range containing said point of departure and said waypoint that have been set and a fifth read out for reading out second link connection information over a range containing said waypoint and said destination that have been set;
(b) performs route search near said point

When the operator issues a route search start instruction through the input device 3 in step S304, the operation proceeds to step S305. In step S305, the current vehicle position is detected by the current position detection device 1. In step S306, a route search in the vicinity of the current vehicle position is started by using level 2 route search data. The route search in the vicinity of the current vehicle position is started after the route search start instruction is issued by the operator, since, if the vehicle is underway, the current vehicle position is changing. In step S307, a decision is made as to whether or not all the route searches in the vicinities of the destination, the waypoint and the current vehicle position have been completed. If it is decided that all the route searches have been completed, the operation proceeds to step S308, in which a route search is performed by using level 4 route search data among the plurality of recommended route candidates that have been searched in the vicinities of the destination, the waypoint and the current vehicle position. It is to be noted that when the current vehicle position is within the range that has been searched in the vicinity of the destination by using level 2 route search data, for instance, a route search using level 4 route search data is not performed, and the processing is completed by performing a route search using level 2 route search data. This concept applies to a route search between the point of departure and a waypoint, between a waypoint and the next waypoint and between a waypoint and the destination when waypoints are set.

While the explanation has been given separately on step S303 and step S304, settings of all the points may be assumed to have been completed when a route search start instruction is issued by the operator.

[0061] When the operator issues a route search start instruction through the input device 3 in step S304, the operation proceeds to step S305. In step S305, the current vehicle position is detected by the current position detection device 1. In step S306, a route search in the vicinity of the current vehicle position is started by using level 2 route search data. The route search in the vicinity of the current vehicle position is started after the route search start instruction is issued by the operator. At this point in time, if the route search started in step S302 has not yet been completed, that processing will be in progress. While the explanation has been given separately on step S303 and step S304, settings of all the points may be assumed to have been completed when a route search start instruction is issued by the operator.

[0062] While the current vehicle position detected by the current position detection device 1 is set as the point of departure in the example given above, the point of departure may be set by the operator through the input device 3 in step S301 as in the case of destinations and waypoints. In that case, a route search in the vicinity of the point of departure thus set is performed in step S302.

Since the route search processing is performed in advance by utilizing the idle time until the operator next issues a route search start instruction after the operator sets the destination and the like, the length of time elapsing after the operator issues the route search start instruction until the route search ends is reduced. In this processing, parallel processing, whereby individual route searches for the destination and waypoints are started and, at the same time, operation by the operator is monitored, is achieved through multitask program processing. After starting the route search processing in advance, if the operator changes the destination or a waypoint, the processing that has already been started is stopped and if the results of the processing have already been acquired, the results only need to be discarded. It is to be noted that a similar concept is applied when a plurality of waypoints are set.

Claims

1. A route search apparatus comprising:

(a) performs a first read out for reading out first link connection information near said point of departure that has been set, a second read out for reading out first link connection information near said waypoint that has been set and a third read out for reading out second link connection information near said destination that has been set, and performs a fourth read out for reading out second link connection information over a range containing said point of departure and said waypoint that have been set and a fifth read out for reading out second link connection information over a range containing said waypoint and said destination that have been set;
(b) performs route search near said point
of departure based upon said first link connection information near said point of departure that has been read out;
(c) performs route search near said waypoint based upon said first link connection information near said waypoint that has been read out;
(d) performs route search near said destination based upon said first link connection formation near said destination that has been read out;
(e) performs route search leading from said point of departure to said waypoint based upon results of said route search near said point of departure, results of said route search near said waypoint and said second link connection information over said range containing said point of departure and said waypoint that has been read out;
(f) performs route search leading from said waypoint to said destination based upon results of said route search near said waypoint, results of said route search near said destination and said second link connection information over said range containing said plurality of waypoints that has been read out, and performs said first read out through said third read out ahead of said sixth read out.

5. A route search apparatus according to any preceding claim, wherein:
said storage device (8) comprises a CD ROM device; and
said control device (2) comprises a buffer memory.

6. A route search apparatus according to any preceding claim, wherein:
said storage device (8) comprises a magnetic disk device; and
said control device (2) comprises a buffer memory.

7. A route search apparatus according to claim 4, wherein:
said control device (2) performs read outs in order of said first read out, said second read out, said third read out, said fourth read out, said sixth read out and said fifth read out.

8. A route search method, the method comprising the steps of:
(a) storing link positional information, first link connection information corresponding to a map at a specific scale and second link connection information corresponding to a map extending over a wider range than the map at the specific scale, a minimum unit of road on a map being referred to as a link;
(b) setting a point of departure, a waypoint and a destination on the map;
(c) performing the route search leading from said point of departure to said destination via said waypoint by:
(i) first reading out first link connection information near said point of departure that has been set, second reading out first link connection information near said waypoint that has been set, and third reading out first link connection information near said destination that has been set, fourth reading
out second link connection information over a range containing said point of departure and said waypoint that have been set, and fifth reading out second link connection information over a range containing said waypoint and said destination that have been set;

(ii) performing the route search near said point of departure based upon said first link connection information near said point of departure that has been read out;

(iii) performing route search near said waypoint based upon said first link connection information near said waypoint that has been read out;

(iv) performing route search near said destination based upon said first link connection information near said destination that has been read out;

(v) performing route search leading from said point of departure to said waypoint based upon (a) results of said route search near said point of departure, (b) results of said route search near said waypoint, and (c) said second link connection information over said range containing said point of departure and said waypoint that has been read out;

(vi) performing route search leading from said waypoint to said destination based upon (a) results of said route search near said waypoint, (b) results of said route search near said destination, and (c) said second link connection information over said range containing said waypoint and said destination that has been read out; and

(vii) performing said first reading out through said third reading out steps ahead of said fourth reading out step and said fifth reading out step.

Patentansprüche

1. Routensuchvorrichtung, die umfaßt:

   (a) ein erstes Auslesen, um erste Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt in der Nähe des Ausgangspunkts, der gesetzt worden ist, auszule sen, ein zweites Auslesen, um erste Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt in der Nähe des Wegepunkts, der gesetzt worden ist, auszulesen, sowie ein viertes Auslesen, um zweite Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt über einen Bereich, der den Ausgangspunkt und den Wegepunkt, die gesetzt worden sind, enthält, auszulesen, und ein fünftes Auslesen, um zweite Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt über einen Bereich, der den Wegepunkt und das Ziel, die gesetzt worden sind, enthält, auszulesen, ausführt;

   (b) eine Route in der Nähe des Ausgangspunkts auf der Grundlage der ersten Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt in der Nähe des Ausgangspunkts, der ausgelesen worden ist, sucht;

   (c) eine Route in der Nähe des Wegepunkts auf der Grundlage der ersten Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt in der Nähe des Wegepunkts, der ausgelesen worden ist, sucht;

   (d) eine Route in der Nähe des Ziels auf der Grundlage der ersten Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt in der Nähe des Ziels, das ausgelesen worden ist, sucht;

   (e) eine Route, die vom Ausgangspunkt zum Wegepunkt führt, auf der Grundlage der Ergebnisse der Routensuche in der Nähe des Ausgangspunkts, der Ergebnisse der Routensuche in der Nähe des Wegepunkts und der zweiten Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt über einen Bereich, der den Ausgangspunkt und den Wegepunkt, die ausgelesen worden sind, enthält, sucht;

   (f) eine Route, die vom Wegepunkt zum Ziel führt, auf der Grundlage der Ergebnisse der Routensuche in der Nähe des We-
gepunkts, der Ergebnisse der Routensuche in der Nähe des Ziels und der zweiten Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt über den Bereich, der den Wegepunkt und das Ziel, die ausgelesen worden sind, enthält, sucht; und

g) das erste bis dritte Auslesen vor dem vierten Auslesen und dem fünften Auslesen ausführt.

2. Routensuchvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, bei der:

die Steuervorrichtung (2) die Auslesevorgänge in der folgenden Reihenfolge ausführt: erstes Auslesen, zweites Auslesen, drittes Auslesen, viertes Auslesen und fünftes Auslesen.

3. Routensuchvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, bei der:

die Steuervorrichtung (2) die Ergebnisse der Routensuche in der Nähe des Wegepunkts sowohl für die Suche der Route, die vom Ausgangspunkt zum Wegepunkt führt, als auch für die Suche der Route, die vom Wegepunkt zum Zielpunkt führt, verwendet, wobei die Ergebnisse der Routensuche in der Nähe des Wegepunkts eine Route bilden, die auf der Grundlage der ersten Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt in der Nähe des Wegepunkts, die beim zweiten Auslesen ausgelesen werden, gesucht wird.

4. Routensuchvorrichtung nach einem vorhergehen- den Anspruch, bei der:

die Punktsetzvorrichtung (2, 3) mehrere Wegepunkte setzen kann; und
die Steuervorrichtung (2) ein sechstes Auslesen ausführt, um zweite Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt über einen Bereich, der mehrere Wegepunkte, die gesetzt worden sind, enthält, auszulesen, eine Suche einer Route zwischen den Wegepunkten auf der Grundlage der Ergebnisse der Routensuche in der Nähe der mehreren Wegepunkte und der zweiten Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt über den Bereich, der die mehreren Wegepunkte enthält, die ausgelesen worden sind, ausführt und das erste bis dritte Auslesen vor dem sechsten Auslesen ausführt.

5. Routensuchvorrichtung nach einem vorhergehen- den Anspruch, bei der:

die Speichervorrichtung (8) eine CD-ROM-Vorrichtung umfaßt; und
die Steuervorrichtung (2) einen Pufferspeicher umfaßt.

6. Routensuchvorrichtung nach einem vorhergehen- den Anspruch, bei der:

die Speichervorrichtung (8) eine Magnetplatten- vorrichtung umfaßt; und
die Steuervorrichtung (2) einen Pufferspeicher umfaßt.

7. Routensuchvorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, bei der:

die Steuervorrichtung (2) Auslesevorgänge in der folgenden Reihenfolge ausführt: erstes Auslesen, zweites Auslesen, drittes Auslesen, viertes Auslesen, sechstes Auslesen und fünftes Auslesen.

8. Routensuchverfahren, das die folgenden Schritte umfaßt:

(a) Speichern von räumlichen Informationen über einen Streckenabschnitt, ersten Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt, die einer Karte in einem spezifischen Maßstab entsprechen, und zweiter Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt, die einer Karte entsprechen, die sich über einen weiteren Bereich als die Karte in dem spezifischen Maßstab erstreckt, wobei eine minimale Straßeneinheit auf einer Karte als ein Streckenabschnitt bezeichnet wird;
(b) Setzen eines Ausgangspunkts, eines Wegepunkts und eines Ziels auf der Karte;
(c) Ausführen der Routensuche, die vom Ausgangspunkt über den Wegepunkt zum Ziel führt, durch:

(i) erstes Auslesen mit Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt in der Nähe des Ausgangspunkts, der gesetzt worden ist, zweites Auslesen mit Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt in der Nähe des Wegepunkts, der gesetzt worden ist, und drittes Auslesen mit Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt in der Nähe des Ziels, das gesetzt worden ist, sowie viertes Auslesen zweiter Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt über jeden Bereich, der den Ausgangspunkt und den Wegepunkt, die gesetzt worden sind, enthält, und fünftes Auslesen zweiter Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt über einen Bereich, der den Wegepunkt und das Ziel, die gesetzt worden sind, enthält;
(ii) Suchen einer Route in der Nähe des Ausgangspunkts auf der Grundlage der ersten Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt in der Nähe des Ausgangspunkts, der ausgelesen worden ist;

(iii) Suchen einer Route in der Nähe des Wegepunkts auf der Grundlage der ersten Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt in der Nähe des Wegepunkts, der ausgelesen worden ist;

(iv) Suchen einer Route in der Nähe des Ziels auf der Grundlage der ersten Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt in der Nähe des Ziels, das ausgelesen worden ist;

(v) Suchen einer Route, die vom Ausgangspunkt zum Wegepunkt führt, auf der Grundlage (a) der Ergebnisse der Routensuche in der Nähe des Ausgangspunkts, (b) der Ergebnisse der Routensuche in der Nähe des Wegepunkts und (c) der zweiten Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt über den Bereich, der den Ausgangspunkt und den Wegepunkt, die ausgelesen worden sind, enthält; und

(vi) Suchen einer Route, die vom Wegepunkt zum Ziel führt, auf der Grundlage (a) der Ergebnisse der Routensuche in der Nähe des Wegepunkts, (b) der Ergebnisse der Routensuche in der Nähe des Ziels und (c) der zweiten Verbindungsinformationen über einen Streckenabschnitt über den Bereich, der den Wegepunkt und das Ziel, die ausgelesen worden sind, enthält; und

(vii) Ausführen der ersten bis dritten Ausleseschritte vor dem vierten Ausleseschritt und dem fünften Ausleseschritt.

Revendications

1. Appareil de recherche de route comprenant :

un dispositif (8) de mémorisation qui mémorise de l'information de position de segment, de l'information de première connexion de segment correspondant à une carte à une échelle spécifique et de l'information de deuxième connexion de segment correspondant à une carte s'étendant sur une zone plus grande que la carte à l'échelle spécifique, une unité minimale de route sur une carte étant appelée un segment ; un dispositif (2, 3) de fixation de points qui fixe un point de départ, un point tournant et une destination ; et

un dispositif (2) de commande qui effectue une recherche de route conduisant dudit point de départ à ladite destination en passant par ledit point tournant, dans lequel :

(a) effectue une première lecture destinée à lire de l'information de première connexion de segment près dudit point de départ qui a été fixé, une deuxième lecture destinée à lire de l'information de première connexion de segment près dudit point tournant qui a été fixé et une troisième lecture destinée à lire de l'information de première connexion de segment près de ladite destination qui a été fixée, et effectue une quatrième lecture destinée à lire de l'information de deuxième connexion de segment sur une zone contenant ledit point de départ et ledit point tournant qui ont été fixés et une cinquième lecture destinée à lire de l'information de deuxième connexion de segment sur une zone contenant ledit point tournant et ladite destination qui ont été fixés ;

(b) effectue une recherche de route près dudit point de départ en se basant sur ladite information, qui a été lue, de première connexion de segment près dudit point de départ ;

(c) effectue une recherche de route près dudit point tournant en se basant sur ladite information, qui a été lue, de première connexion de segment près dudit point tournant ;

(d) effectue une recherche de route près de ladite destination en se basant sur ladite information, qui a été lue, de première connexion de segment près de ladite destination ;

(e) effectue une recherche de route conduisant dudit point de départ audit point tournant en se basant sur les résultats de ladite recherche de route près dudit point de départ, sur les résultats de ladite recherche de route près dudit point tournant et sur l'information, qui a été lue, de deuxième connexion de segment sur ladite zone contenant ledit point de départ et ledit point tournant ;

(f) effectue une recherche de route conduisant dudit point tournant à ladite destination en se basant sur les résultats de ladite recherche de route près dudit point tournant, sur les résultats de ladite recherche de route près de ladite destination et sur l'information,
qui a été lue, de deuxième connexion de segment sur ladite zone contenant ledit point tournant et ladite destination ; et (g) effectue lesdites première lecture à troisième lecture avant ladite quatrième lecture et ladite cinquième lecture.

2. Appareil de recherche de route selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

ledit dispositif (2) de commande effectue des lectures dans l'ordre de ladite première lecture, ladite deuxième lecture, ladite troisième lecture, ladite quatrième lecture et ladite cinquième lecture.

3. Appareil de recherche de route selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel :

ledit dispositif (2) de commande utilise lesdits résultats de ladite recherche de route près dudit point tournant en commun pour ladite recherche de route conduisant dudit point de départ audit point tournant et pour ladite recherche de route conduisant dudit point tournant à ladite destination, lesdits résultats de ladite recherche de route près dudit point tournant faisant l'objet d'une recherche de route en se basant sur ladite information, lue à ladite deuxième lecture, de première connexion de segment près dudit point tournant.

4. Appareil de recherche de route selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel :

ledit dispositif (2, 3) de fixation de points est capable de fixer une pluralité de points tournants ; et dans lequel ledit dispositif (2) de commande effectue une sixième lecture destinée à lire de l'information de deuxième connexion de segment sur une zone contenant ladite pluralité de points tournants qui a été fixée, effectue une recherche de route entre lesdits points tournants en se basant sur les résultats de recherche de route près de ladite pluralité de points tournants et sur ladite information, qui a été lue, de deuxième connexion de segment sur ladite zone contenant ladite pluralité de points tournants, et effectue lesdites première lecture à troisième lecture avant ladite sixième lecture.

5. Appareil de recherche de route selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel :

ledit dispositif (8) de mémorisation comprend un dispositif à CD-ROM ; et dans lequel ledit dispositif (2) de commande comprend une mémoire tampon.

6. Appareil de recherche de route selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel :

ledit dispositif (8) de mémorisation comprend un dispositif à disque magnétique ; et dans lequel ledit dispositif (2) de commande comprend une mémoire tampon.

7. Appareil de recherche de route selon la revendication 4, dans lequel :

ledit dispositif (2) de commande effectue des lectures dans l'ordre de ladite première lecture, ladite deuxième lecture, ladite troisième lecture, ladite quatrième lecture et ladite sixième lecture.

8. Procédé de recherche de route, le procédé comprenant les étapes :

(a) de mémorisation d'information de position de segment, d'information de première connexion de segment correspondant à une carte à une échelle spécifique et d'information de deuxième connexion de segment correspondant à une carte s'étendant sur une zone plus grande que la carte à l'échelle spécifique, une unité minimale de route sur une carte étant appelée un segment ;
(b) de fixation, sur la carte, d'un point de départ, d'un point tournant et d'une destination ;
(c) d'exécution de la recherche de route conduisant dudit point de départ à ladite destination en passant par ledit point tournant :

(i) en lisant en premier de l'information de première connexion de segment près dudit point de départ qui a été fixé, en lisant en deuxième de l'information de deuxième connexion de segment près dudit point tournant qui a été fixé, et en lisant en troisième de l'information de deuxième connexion de segment près de ladite destination qui a été fixée, en lisant en quatrième de l'information de deuxième connexion de segment sur une zone contenant ledit point de départ et ledit point tournant qui ont été fixés, et en lisant en cinquième de l'information de deuxième connexion de segment sur une zone contenant ledit point tournant et ledit point de destination qui ont été fixés ;
(ii) en effectuant la recherche de route près dudit point de départ en se basant sur la-
dite information, qui a été lue, de première connexion de segment près dudit point de départ ;
(iii) en effectuant la recherche de route près dudit point tournant en se basant sur ladite information, qui a été lue, de première connexion de segment près dudit point tournant ;
(iv) en effectuant la recherche de route près de ladite destination en se basant sur ladite information, qui a été lue, de première connexion de segment près de ladite destination ;
(v) en effectuant la recherche de route conduisant dudit point de départ audit point tournant en se basant (a) sur les résultats de ladite recherche de route près dudit point de départ, (b) sur les résultats de ladite recherche de route près dudit point tournant, et (c) sur ladite information, qui a été lue, de deuxième connexion de segment sur ladite zone contenant ledit point de départ et ledit point tournant ;
(vi) en effectuant la recherche de route conduisant dudit point tournant à ladite destination en se basant (a) sur les résultats de ladite recherche de route près dudit point tournant, (b) sur les résultats de ladite recherche de route près de ladite destination, et (c) sur ladite information, qui a été lue, de deuxième connexion de segment sur ladite zone contenant ledit point tournant et ladite destination ; et
(vii) en exécutant lesdites étapes de première lecture à troisième lecture avant ladite étape de quatrième lecture et ladite étape de cinquième lecture.
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<td>(2) ONE-WAY TRAFFIC IN FORWARD DIRECTION *1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3) ONE-WAY TRAFFIC IN REVERSE DIRECTION *2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4) NO TRAFFIC IN BOTH DIRECTIONS *3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CLASSIFICATIONS OF WIDTHS *4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5) LESS THAN 5.5m OR NOT KNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(6) 5.5 THROUGH 13m (OR ONE THROUGH 2 LANES)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(7) 13m OR MORE (OR THREE THROUGH 4 LANES)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(8) 5 THROUGH 6 LANES OR MORE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*1 1-WAY TRAFFIC IN THE FORWARD DIRECTION MEANS THAT TRAVELING IS ALLOWED ONLY IN THE DIRECTION WHICH CONFORMS TO THE ORDER IN WHICH LINK STRING DATA POINTS ARISE.

*2 1-WAY TRAFFIC IN THE REVERSE DIRECTION MEANS THAT TRAVELING IS ALLOWED ONLY IN THE DIRECTION WHICH IS REVERSE FROM THE ORDER IN WHICH LINK STRING DATA POINTS ARISE.

*3 NO TRAFFIC ALLOWED IN BOTH DIRECTIONS MEANS THAT TRAVELING IS NOT ALLOWED EITHER IN THE DIRECTION CONFORMING TO THE ORDER IN WHICH THE LINK STRING DATA POINTS ARISE OR IN THE DIRECTION THAT IS REVERSE.

*4 THE TOTAL NUMBER OF LANES FOR BOTH FORWARD AND REVERSE DIRECTIONS IS INDICATED AS THE NUMBER OF LANES. WHEN FORWARD DIRECTION LANES AND REVERSE DIRECTION LANES ARE SEPARATED, THE NUMBER OF LANES IS INDICATED SEPARATELY FOR THE FORWARD DIRECTION AND REVERSE DIRECTION.
FIG. 9

STRUCTURE OF ROUTE SEARCH DATA

HOME NODE NO. = 0
HOME NODE INFORMATION #1
ADJACENT NODE INFORMATION #1
ADJACENT NODE INFORMATION #2

HOME NODE NO. = 1
HOME NODE INFORMATION #2
ADJACENT NODE INFORMATION #1
ADJACENT NODE INFORMATION #2

HOME NODE NO. = 2
HOME NODE INFORMATION #3
ADJACENT NODE INFORMATION #1
ADJACENT NODE INFORMATION #2

HOME NODE NO. = r
HOME NODE INFORMATION #s
ADJACENT NODE INFORMATION #1
ADJACENT NODE INFORMATION #2

ADJACENT NODE INFORMATION #1
LINK NO. #1
LINK COST #1
TRAFFIC REGULATION INFORMATION #1

X COORDINATE
Y COORDINATE
## FIG. 10

### STRUCTURE OF RECOMMENDED ROUTE DATA

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MESH CODE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER OF NODES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NODE INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER OF LINK CLASSIFICATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINK INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FERRY INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUNNEL INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MESH CODE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NODE INFORMATION AND LINK INFORMATION
IN RECOMMENDED ROUTE DATA

FIG. 11A

TABLE: NODE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NODE NO.</th>
<th>X 0</th>
<th>Y 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DISTANCE COST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NODE NO.</th>
<th>X 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NODE NO.</th>
<th>X 10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Y 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISTANCE COST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NODE NO.</th>
<th>X 11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 11B

TABLE: LINK INFORMATION

| LINK CLASSIFICATION |
| NUMBER OF LINKS |
| LINK NO. 1 |
| LINK NO. 2 |

| LINK CLASSIFICATION |
| LINK CORRELATION |
| LINK NO. |
| NUMBER OF LINKS |
| LINK NO. |
| LINK NO. |

LINK STRING 1

- NO
  - LINK 1
    - Na
    - LINK 2
      - N1

LINK STRING 2
FIG. 12

START

S1

DETECT VEHICLE POSITION USING CURRENT POSITION DETECTION APPARATUS

S2

READ DESTINATION INPUT VIA INPUT DEVICE

S3

SET START POINT AND END POINT FOR ROUTE SEARCH BASED UPON MAP DISPLAY DATA

S4

PERFORM ROUTE SEARCH IN THE VICINITY OF START POINT OF ROUTE SEARCH USING ROUTE SEARCH DATA AT LEVEL 2 AND SELECT A PLURALITY OF RECOMMENDED ROUTE CANDIDATES

S5

PERFORM ROUTE SEARCH IN THE VICINITY OF END POINT OF ROUTE SEARCH USING ROUTE SEARCH DATA AT LEVEL 2 AND SELECT A PLURALITY OF RECOMMENDED ROUTE CANDIDATES

S6

PERFORM ROUTE SEARCH FOR A ROUTE BETWEEN RECOMMENDED ROUTE CANDIDATES USING ROUTE SEARCH DATA AT LEVEL 4 AND CALCULATE RECOMMENDED ROUTE EXTENDING FROM START POINT TO END POINT

S7

STORE INFORMATION RELATED TO RECOMMENDED ROUTE AS RECOMMENDED ROUTE DATA IN SRAM
FIG. 13

1

S8

DRAW ROAD MAP DATA IN THE VICINITY OF RECOMMENDED ROUTE IN IMAGE MEMORY (BACKGROUND MAP DRAWING PROCESSING)

S9

DRAW OVER DATA REQUIRED FOR DISPLAYING RECOMMENDED ROUTE IN IMAGE MEMORY (RECOMMENDED ROUTE DRAWING PROCESSING)

S10

DISPLAY RECOMMENDED ROUTE AND ROAD MAP IN ITS VICINITY ON DISPLAY DEVICE

END
FIG. 17

PROCESSING IN WHICH A PLURALITY OF LINKS ARE SELECTED

S101

DETERMINE SEARCH RANGE BASED UPON SET POSITION

S102

SELECT ONE LINK WITHIN SEARCH RANGE AND CALCULATE DISTANCE VALUE (d) FROM SET POSITION TO SELECTED LINK (Ld)

S103

SPECIFIC NUMBER OF LINKS STORED IN STORAGE TABLE?

S104

No

Yes

TAKE LINK (Ld) HAVING LARGEST DISTANCE VALUE (D) IN STORAGE TABLE

S105

d < D?

S106

No

Yes

REPLACE LINK (Ld) WITH LINK (Ld)

S107

SORT TABLE USING DISTANCE VALUES AS PARAMETERS

S108

ALL LINKS WITHIN SEARCH RANGE CHECKED?

Yes

END

S109

STORE LINK (Ld)
FIG. 18A

LEVEL 4

FIG. 18B

LEVEL 2
FIG. 19

ROUTE SEARCH DATA READ OUT/ ROUTE SEARCH PROCESSING

S201
READ OUT LEVEL 2 ROUTE SEARCH DATA IN VICINITY OF POINT OF DEPARTURE S (R1)

S202
PERFORM ROUTE SEARCH IN VICINITY OF POINT OF DEPARTURE S AND SELECT PLURALITY OF RECOMMENDED ROUTE CANDIDATES

S203
READ OUT LEVEL 2 ROUTE SEARCH DATA IN VICINITY OF WAYPOINT V (R2)

S204
PERFORM ROUTE SEARCH IN VICINITY OF WAYPOINT V AND SELECT A PLURALITY OF RECOMMENDED ROUTE CANDIDATES

S205
READ OUT LEVEL 2 ROUTE SEARCH DATA IN VICINITY OF DESTINATION D (R3)

S206
PERFORM ROUTE SEARCH IN VICINITY OF DESTINATION D AND SELECT PLURALITY OF RECOMMENDED ROUTE CANDIDATES

S207
READ OUT LEVEL 4 ROUTE SEARCH DATA CONTAINING POINT OF DEPARTURE S AND WAYPOINT V (R4)

S208
PERFORM ROUTE SEARCH AMONG PLURALITY OF RECOMMENDED ROUTE CANDIDATES AND CALCULATE A RECOMMENDED ROUTE FROM POINT OF DEPARTURE S TO WAYPOINT V

S209
READ OUT LEVEL 4 ROUTE SEARCH DATA CONTAINING WAYPOINT V AND DESTINATION D (R5)

S210
PERFORM ROUTE SEARCH AMONG PLURALITY OF RECOMMENDED ROUTE CANDIDATES AND CALCULATE RECOMMENDED ROUTE FROM WAYPOINT V TO DESTINATION D

END
FIG. 20

ROUTE SEARCH PROCESSING

SET DESTINATION OR WAYPOINT BY OPERATOR

START ROUTE SEARCH IN VICINITY OF DESTINATION OR WAYPOINT USING LEVEL 2 ROUTE SEARCH DATA

SETTING BY OPERATOR ALL COMPLETED?

ROUTE SEARCH START INSTRUCTION ISSUED BY OPERATOR?

DETECT CURRENT VEHICLE POSITION

START ROUTE SEARCH IN VICINITY OF CURRENT VEHICLE POSITION USING LEVEL 2 ROUTE SEARCH DATA

ROUTE SEARCHES IN VICINITIES OF DESTINATION, WAYPOINTS AND CURRENT VEHICLE POSITION ALL COMPLETED?

PERFORM ROUTE SEARCH USING LEVEL 4 ROUTE SEARCH DATA AMONG PLURALITY OF RECOMMENDED ROUTES THAT HAVE BEEN SEARCHED

END
FIG. 21A

ROUTE SEARCH DATA READ OUT/ROUTE SEARCH PROCESSING

S401
READ OUT LEVEL 2 ROUTE SEARCH DATA IN VICINITY OF POINT OF DEPARTURE S (R1)

S402
PERFORM ROUTE SEARCH IN VICINITY OF POINT OF DEPARTURE S AND SELECT PLURALITY OF RECOMMENDED ROUTE CANDIDATES

S403
READ OUT LEVEL 2 ROUTE SEARCH DATA IN VICINITY OF WAYPOINT V (R2)

S404
PERFORM ROUTE SEARCH IN VICINITY OF WAYPOINT V AND SELECT PLURALITY OF RECOMMENDED ROUTE CANDIDATES

S405
READ OUT LEVEL 4 ROUTE SEARCH DATA CONTAINING POINT OF DEPARTURE S AND WAYPOINT V (R4)

S406
PERFORM ROUTE SEARCH AMONG PLURALITY OF RECOMMENDED ROUTE CANDIDATES AND CALCULATE A RECOMMENDED ROUTE FROM POINT OF DEPARTURE S TO WAYPOINT V

S407
READ OUT LEVEL 2 ROUTE SEARCH DATA IN VICINITY OF WAYPOINT V (R2)

S408
PERFORM ROUTE SEARCH IN VICINITY OF WAYPOINT V AND SELECT PLURALITY OF RECOMMENDED ROUTE CANDIDATES

S409
READ OUT LEVEL 2 ROUTE SEARCH DATA IN VICINITY OF DESTINATION D (R3)
FIG. 21B

S410
PERFORM ROUTE SEARCH IN VICINITY OF DESTINATION D AND SELECT PLURALITY OF RECOMMENDED ROUTE CANDIDATES

S411
READ OUT LEVEL 4 ROUTE SEARCH DATA CONTAINING WAYPOINT V AND DESTINATION D (R5)?

S412
PERFORM ROUTE SEARCH AMONG PLURALITY OF RECOMMENDED ROUTE CANDIDATES AND CALCULATE RECOMMENDED ROUTE FROM WAYPOINT V TO DESTINATION D

END